RPA Council Agenda  
Thursday, November 29, 8:00 - 9:00 AM, Beardshear 1550.

Agenda:

1) Approval of the Agenda  
2) Approval of Minutes  
3) Provost's items  
   ~ academic & research issues  
   ~ 'voluntary' assessment process update; costs associated and source for $  
4) RMM Implementation  
   ~ Collegiate processes for implementing Guiding Principles (see minutes 11/15)  
   ~ RMF and IEF Guiding Principles (memo separately distributed by provost)  
   ~ Administrative Fee  
   ~ Review of 2009 process for RPA input -- refined schedule from provost?  
5) Updates  
   ~ Research Policy  
6) Other items  
7) Remaining meetings fall semester:  
   ~ December 13